Curt trailer

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Part of towing responsibly is making sure your trailer lights are working properly.
Whether you have just installed a new custom wiring harness or are trying to locate the cause
of an electrical problem, CURT connector testers are great for testing tail lights, turn signals,
brake lights, ground connections and other electrical components on your vehicle. A connector
tester works by plugging into the connector socket on your vehicle and responding to the
various electrical signals produced by pushing the brake pedal, signaling a turn, turning on the
running lights and so on. When the socket is getting proper power, the tester's various LEDs
will light up corresponding to each wire in the connector. Testing your vehicle-side socket is
essential after installing a new custom vehicle-to-trailer wiring harness and is highly
recommended every time you hitch up to tow. Also, if you are experiencing electrical problems
with your trailer, a CURT tester will be able to tell you whether the problem is rooted in your
vehicle's electrical system or if your trailer needs some rewiring. Wire testers are available for
4-way flat, 5-way flat, 6-way round and 7-way RV blade connectors. This particular electrical
tester fits a 7-way RV blade socket and comes with quality plastic construction. CURT offers
custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you
there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT offers a complete line of
towing accessories to let you fully enjoy your passion! With everything from custom trailer
hitches and trailer wiring to 5th wheel hitches and cargo carriers, we have the towing equipment
you need to make the most of each adventure. Whether you're working, playing or doing a little
of both, CURT towing products enable you and your crew to make memories that will last a
lifetime. A trailer hitch receiver is the starting point for most people looking to tow with their
vehicle. CURT offers over 1, different custom hitch models to provide a perfect, factory-like fit
on most vehicles on the road today. Our custom hitches provide a standard hitch receiver to
mount a variety of towing accessories. The next step in equipping your vehicle for towing is to
add a trailer wiring harness. Like our hitches, CURT custom wiring is made vehicle-specific for
each make and model. Virtually all of our custom vehicle-trailer wiring harnesses install using
existing factory connectors on the vehicle for a plug-and-play connection. No splicing
necessary! With a custom trailer hitch receiver installed on your vehicle, a variety of ball mount
options can be installed as needed. We offer loaded ball mounts with a trailer ball already
torqued in place, as well as adjustable ball mounts, multi-ball mounts, tow hooks and more. A
ball mount can be secured into the receiver using one of our hitch pins or hitch locks. To add
cargo space to your vehicle, CURT offers a number of cargo management accessories. Our
cargo carriers are available in a convenient, use-as-needed hitch-mounted design, as well as a
roof rack option. We also offer bike racks, cargo bags, cargo nets and ratchet straps for
additional item security. For heavy-duty towing of an RV or travel trailer with your pickup truck,
CURT has a wide array of 5th wheel hitch options. To install a 5th wheel hitch in your pickup
truck bed, CURT offers traditional 5th wheel rails and brackets, as well as puck system options
and gooseneck adapters. For towing heavy-duty trailers around the farm or out to the
construction site, CURT gooseneck hitches are a highly dependable extension of your truck. We
offer puck system gooseneck hitch kits to accommodate trucks with the factory towing prep
package. We also offer original-equipment-style gooseneck hitches for select applications, as
well as traditional gooseneck hitches and brackets, such as our original Double Lock. CURT
offers several different electrical trailer brake controller options to perfectly suit your towing
setup and lifestyle. Our Echo mobile trailer brake controller is particularly unique, featuring a
Bluetooth connection that links to your smartphone and provides highly responsive braking
with your Apple or Android device as the interface. It easily plugs in with no tools or extra wires
needed. We also offer our factory-like Spectrum and traditional TriFlex. To give your vehicle
greater capability for towing a variety of trailers, CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball mounts
provide the answer. This versatile ball hitch comes in standard hitch receiver sizes and
provides flexible vertical adjustment to ensure level towing, even with large, lifted trucks and
SUVs. Give yourself more control over your vehicle and trailer with a CURT weight distribution
hitch. This receiver hitch attachment helps level the vehicle-trailer combination for a smoother
ride. Our TruTrack weight distribution hitch is particularly unique, featuring integrated trailer
sway control. These heavy-duty hitches are perfect for agriculture, construction and military
towing. We offer pintle hitches, pintle hooks, ball and pintle hitch combinations, as well as
channel-mount pintle hitches for an adjustable option. We also carry high-strength lunette rings
for a solid connection to the trailer. Keep your cargo fully secure in your truck bed or trailer with
a set of CURT ratchet straps. These cargo tie-down straps come with heavy-duty ratcheting
mechanisms and are available in wide variety of capacities, lengths, hook types and colors.
Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item

for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK
and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 20 hrs and 23 mins Details. In Stock. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Save with Used - Good. Sold by: Amazon
Warehouse. Small cosmetic imperfection on top, front or sides of item. Item will come in original
packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order
within 19 hrs and 23 mins Details. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse
and Fulfilled by Amazon. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products.
This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Hopkins 4 Wire Flat Adapter. Hopkins Towing
Solutions - Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the
manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches,
electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence
and enjoy every mile of the journey. Towing accessories to fit your lifestyle Hitches, trailer
wiring, cargo carriers and more! A complete line of towing products Trailer hitches 5th wheel
hitches Gooseneck hitches Towing electrical Towing accessories Weight distribution Trailer
parts and accessories Cargo management. Basic towing components. Custom hitches A trailer
hitch receiver is the starting point for most people looking to tow with their vehicle.
Vehicle-trailer wiring The next step in equipping your vehicle for towing is to add a trailer wiring
harness. Ball mounts With a custom trailer hitch receiver installed on your vehicle, a variety of
ball mount options can be installed as needed. Cargo management To add cargo space to your
vehicle, CURT offers a number of cargo management accessories. Heavy-duty towing
equipment. Gooseneck hitches For towing heavy-duty trailers around the farm or out to the
construction site, CURT gooseneck hitches are a highly dependable extension of your truck.
Trailer brake controllers CURT offers several different electrical trailer brake controller options
to perfectly suit your towing setup and lifestyle. Specialized towing accessories. Adjustable
channel mounts To give your vehicle greater capability for towing a variety of trailers, CURT
adjustable trailer hitch ball mounts provide the answer. Weight distribution hitches Give
yourself more control over your vehicle and trailer with a CURT weight distribution hitch. Pintle
hitches These heavy-duty hitches are perfect for agriculture, construction and military towing.
Ratchet straps Keep your cargo fully secure in your truck bed or trailer with a set of CURT
ratchet straps. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Maybe I missed it in the instructions. I am
happy with the tester as it answered my questions about my system. Wasn't happy where the
indicator lights faced while using it. I discovered that the screw on the back is a set screw.
Loosen it and you can spin the lights to where you can see them when hooked into your
connector. By Neal Losier on March 24, Images in this review. I recently got a new tow vehicle,
and the dealer said it was all ready for towing, but when I hooked up my trailer, nothing turned
on. No brakes, no lights, nothing. Was it the trailer, or the vehicle? I plugged in the tester and
got someone to hit the controls. Turned out the socket wasn't wired correctly, so back to the
dealer the vehicle went! If you're all alone and want to use the tester, point your cellphone
camera at it and hit record, then yell out what you're doing so it gets picked up by the mike.
Then you can review the footage and see if anything lights up. I used this to resolve a problem
with brake lights on a Audi Q5. Running lights and turn signals worked on the trailer but not
brake lights. This tester was very handy to prove to Audi service techs that the issue was with
the car they wanted to blame the trailer. Turns out the computer in the car needed a software
update. After the update the tester showed correct light behavior and service techs agreed, the
software update resolved the issue. Now trailer brake lights work. TIP: When someone steps on
the brake of pedal of the car, the Right and Left lights are lit at the same time on the tester. But
the brake light indicator on this tester does not light up if you do not have a brake controller
attached inside the car. I believe the brake light indicator on the tester is for situations when

you have a brake controller attached. It would make sense that this tester can test for trailers
with no brakes by lighting up the left and right lights at the same time which is what the trailer
actually does AND ALSO when you have a trailer with brakes. In that case it should light up the
brake light indicator on the tester to confirm brake action will be invoked on the trailer. If you
own a trailer, trailer brake lights have either stolen away a fair portion of your life or you've
handed over a chunk of cash to have someone else do it. Traditional trailer light
troubleshooting involves hitching up, turning everything on and walking back and forth
between the back post the trailer and the tow vehicle shaking your head and swearing under
your breath. Plug it into the connector, turn on the vehicle lights and signals and the bright,
clearly labeled LED's tell you which contracts are working and which aren't so you don't have to
guess. This is a must if you even occasionally tow or bring it along when shopping for a tow
vehicle to know what you're getting into. I purchased a Curt socket tester November 2, thru
Amazon. I replaced the vehicle side of the connector. The Curt tester was difficult to attach to
the Hopkins vehicle unit, it would not go in unless I used force, it is keyed so it can only go in
one way. Once in, I had to wiggle it around before the 12Volt indicator would come on. I then
tried the other tester functions. Removed the Curt unit. Thought that might solve the problems it
didn't. Used a cheap Harbor Frt. Hooked up my RV to my truck and all is well. Will buy another
plug in tester but not from CURT. In this case "you get what you pay for". This review may be
premature. My problem is when I hook my trailer wiring to my truck, it blows the fuse for the tail
lights on the trailer. Nothing else. So first thing to do is determine if problem is in truck, or
trailer. I visually checked the wiring on my trailer. Looks good. According to it, my wiring on my
truck FOR my trailer is all good. I'm expecting to find a grounded wiring either in the plug or a
wire grounded somewhere. IF I don't then I guess I'm up a creek without a paddle. I have to give
this a good rating. It does what It is suppose to do, I guess. You can do the same thing with a
multi-meter as well. It is easier with the tester though. One person found this helpful. The first
impression was the product looked and felt substantial. We headed out to our F to try it and
surprised to discover the Leds faced down, not up! Nothing in the instructions about it. Before
sending it back, I decided on unscrewing the obvious screw and discovered the Led part can be
rotated deg, though I still find it strange one has to do that. The other disappointment is the Led
lights are not bright in the bright day. Seemed like very cheap Led units sort of like comparing a
quality gemstone to a cheap plastic fake one. But it does work, but nothing I would shout about
in recommending. Works nicely with one caveat. The LED on the brake wire the one that
activates the brakes themselves does not draw enough current to "wake up" the brake
controller so one cannot actually test the brake signal. The solution is to wire in a resister in
parallel to 8ncrease the load 25W load required for my controller. Would be nice if the tester
either had a built in potentiometer to adjust to load or a built in spring clips or something similar
to accept a standard resistor Hopefully I can do some surgery on the unit to add in the required
resistor to up the load sufficiently. But other than that it seems to work quite nicely. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I am a mechanic find myself diagnosing many trailer
related issues on vehicles when in fact there really is no issue. I usually just grab a test light
and touch the contacts in order to check, though many times i find myself leading a wire from
the battery power and ground to the rear of the vehicle in order to check the lights properly.
While it isn't hard, it's cumbersome and takes a while setting up. Had a customer that came in
saying the left side signal on the trailer was working but the right side didn't work. The
customer plugged the trailer into a different vehicle and worked correctly. Connected this tool
and found the brake lights and left signal worked but the right side didn't. Found a blown fuse
and corrosion inside the socket. There was many of these to chose from, but this looking like
the most basic and easy to read is why i picked it. This tool doesn't allow you to load test the
circuits just a visual of if there is power or not. Another thing i do wish was there was a swivel
head so i can see it from the top, the LED's face the side. While it's not a big deal, i can read it
either way. It's a quick simple tool to determine weather or not it's a issue with the vehicle or
trailer. I like the fact it only takes a minute to check. I now no longer connect a test light to test
other than testing if there is an issue. I am happy and would recommend if your a trailer owner.
This product works very well. Though it would be nice if the end piece was able to turn so you
can see the lights depending on the vehicle you are working on. For example the second gen
dodge I had, the way it plugs in you can't see the lights to determine if there is issues or not.
But for my Silverado it works great. Very cost effective way to be able to find out where the
issue of your trailer lighting lies. I bought the tester to check the electric brake circuit on my
Mercedes ML as the dealer provided no help. When I plugged in the tester with the vehicle and
lights off, 3 LEDs came on right away. This isn't the way the instructions illustrate the operation
of this tester. When the vehicle was started no change. The brake controller circuit LED did
come on when the brake controller was activated, so I figured that did work. I know the lights

work as my trailer lights respond as they should. I ended up returning the tester as it didn't
work as described for my vehicle. I noticed there is a similar tester and maybe that one will work
for me. I haven't ordered it to try out. Report abuse. I am a mechanic and love these testers for
diagnosing electrical problems with trailer connectors. Quick and simple with visual indicators.
I does not allow you to load test the circuits or tell you if there is any show circuits but it is a
quick indicator of problems. Many times I have had customer say that the trailer connector does
not work and there lights don't come on when there trailer is plugged in. Takes one second to
tell them it's not a problem with the car but there trailer. Great easy to use product for telling if
there are wiring harness issues. The only downside is for GMC trucks the lights are on the
bottom so you pretty much have to get down and look up but otherwise no issue. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: camper trailer jacks , trailers light , trailer led
lights , trailer wiring , trailer lights , trailer wiring connector. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
FREE Shipping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. If you own multiple trailers or frequently tow a variety of
loads, you know how much time and money are spent tailoring your towing system to each and
every individual trailer. There is nothing more inconvenient than switching back and forth
between a few different ball mounts and trying to remember which mount fits with which trailer.
A CURT adjustable ball mount is your multipurpose towing solution. It also features an
adjustable shank assembly with multiple mounting holes for varying ball heights. The
channel-style design and dual-pin mounting system also provide a built-in anti-rattle feature to
eliminate obnoxious chucking noises. This CURT adjustable ball mount offers a gross trailer
weight capacity of up to 10, lbs. It allows you to tow a variety of heavyweight trailers, and it
features two pin holes in the shank to be mounted at an 11" or 12" length. The adjustable
channel-style shank can also be used with the channel-style combination pintle mount or ball
mount platform attachment to give you the option of installing your own trailer ball size. All
CURT channel-style adjustable ball mounts are made with sturdy steel construction and come
with our black carbide powder coat finish for long-lasting rust, scratch and UV resistance. CURT
offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to
get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Hitching up your trailer and
towing like a champ is made easy with CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball mounts. Most CURT
adjustable hitch ball mounts can be used in the drop or rise position to maximize versatility, and
they are available with several different attachment options for various types of trailers. Several
CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball mounts come with a built-in anti-rattle design. This promotes
smoother, quieter towing and a more comfortable ride. The anti-rattle mechanism in select
adjustable ball hitch mounts resists chucking, rattling and vibrations coming from the trailer
coupler connection, and some of them are adjustable to ensure optimal performance. CURT
adjustable hitch ball mounts come in standard shank size options to fit virtually any trailer hitch
receiver. Each CURT adjustable drop hitch mount comes with a highly durable powder coat
finish, featuring a carbide black texture. This finish stands up to the elements to ensure
long-lasting performance of your adjustable hitch. The carbide black powder coat easily
withstands rain, snow, dirt, mud, road salt and more for smooth towing season after season. To
ensure level towing of your trailer, most CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball mount shanks can be
flipped for maximum drop or rise. This adjustable hitch provides two trailer ball sizes, allowing
you to easily switch between trailers. This adjustable pintle hitch attachment allows coupling to
a standard trailer coupler or to a lunette ring. They are an ideal heavy-duty adjustable hitch
option for work trucks. This adjustable trailer hitch ball mount option allows you to use your
own trailer ball for towing, making it easy to level your vehicle-trailer setup with the trailer ball
size of your choice. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 5 - In stock. Usually ships
within 4 to 5 days. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Overdrive Brands. Sold by. Style: Single. About
this item This fits your. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that delivers quickly. Amazon's

Choice. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Overdrive
Brands. Ships from and sold by Amazon. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of
1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Style: Single Technical Details. Would you like to
tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you CURT
offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to
get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Key features Versatile height
adjustment Various hitch attachment options Heavy-duty towing capacities Built-in anti-rattle on
select models Weather-resistant finish. Advantages of CURT adjustable ball mounts. Smooth,
quiet towing Several CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball mounts come with a built-in anti-rattle
design. Ready-to-install fit CURT adjustable hitch ball mounts come in standard shank size
options to fit virtually any trailer hitch receiver. Highly weather-resistant Each CURT adjustable
drop hitch mount comes with a highly durable powder coat finish, featuring a carbide black
texture. Versatile, flip-over shank To ensure level towing of your trailer, most CURT adjustable
trailer hitch ball mount shanks can be flipped for maximum drop or rise. Adjustable ball hitch
options. Dual ball This adjustable hitch provides two trailer ball sizes, allowing you to easily
switch between trailers. Ball and pintle combination This adjustable pintle hitch attachment
allows coupling to a standard trailer coupler or to a lunette ring. Ball mount tongue This
adjustable trailer hitch ball mount option allows you to use your own trailer ball for towing,
making it easy to level your vehicle-trailer setup with the trailer ball size of your choice. What
other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Style: Single Verified Purchase. This was supposed to be made in the
USA. The one I received was made in India. My trailers are only lbs so I should never come
close to Very disappointed. Had to be inferior metal. I also contacted them through their website
- no response. Images in this review. Fantastic, solid, adjustable hitch rated far above what
most regular people will ever need. It lost a star because the "anti rattle" system is janky it's a
sad rubber plug. However don't let this stop you from buying. It has two receiver holes for
adjustable length The top ball is rated at 14k and the little ball is like 10k. I tow a car hauler and
this thing does the job it's bought to do. This thing is built to work and work it does. This thing
is heavy duty! I purchase this hitch because I frequently towed very close to the max on my
other 7k standard reese hitch you can buy from anywhere. Immediately when you open the box
you will notice this thing is three times the weight of a regular hitch, however it's not to heavy to
maneuver or anything like that. Personally this is something I appreciated, this is a stupid thing
to have fail on your rig if your towing anything. This was really unexpected since my then stock
Ram sits rather high from the factory. I could of solved this problem by flipping it over but then
it would of hit my tailgate instead of the pavement. I tow enough that I don't often take my hitch
off the receiver. I will say that even after having it scrap the pavement for a few months before
installing my lift kit there is barely a ding on it. I had a different style lock before and it wasn't
long enough to go through and lock the ball to the hitch. With the Curt set you get two locks
with one key! I spent an almost unbelievable time trying to pick a new hitch for my Suburban so
I am writing this review to help others decide. My '04 had the receiver below the bumper, but on
my new truck I needed an adjustable hitch because it is so much higher. I actually ordered this
one, the Andersen Rapid hitch, and one from Trimax. This one is easily the strongest, but it is
also longer than the Andersen, and clunky if you do not tighten the anti rattle bolt. If you need to
change settings often, it will be a hassle, and it is heavy with sharp corners that will damage
things if you leave it in the back of your truck. If you want to do light duty towing with moderate
loads, the Andersen would probably be fine, and it is the one I have decided to keep. It is the
shortest ball is close to the truck and lighter than the Curt. It will store easier and can be folded
back on itself. Most of my towing is under pounds and usually just around the boat yard. If you
want to do serious towing with heavy loads, get the Curt. A friend of mine uses the Andersen to
tow a 10, pound trailer, and the aluminum simply does not stand up. Don't buy the Trimax, you
can read my review on the 8" hitch to see why. I hope this helps save you some of the time I
spent on this. I'm very satisfied with the craftsmanship and quality of this hitch. It's just what
the doctor ordered to get my various different trailers towing level, and it is strong beyond
anything that I'll be able to tow legally with my pickup truck. My only complaint is that the throat
on the adjustment rail is so wide that a normal 2" receiver pin won't fit the span, so my locking

pins won't fit it. I had to order a special set for a wider receiver to get this setup to work for me.
I'm about to go on a cross-country trip with a trailer loaded with valuables that will be sitting in
the hotel parking lot while I sleep. It's absolutely essential that I have the ability to secure the
trailer to the truck with a lock and key, and I'm annoyed that now I need ANOTHER set of keys to
get that done I've already had to buy 2 sets of locks just for hitch pins and receivers to make
them work with the different hitches, which is not to mention the keys needed to secure the
doors to the trucks and trailers. I just want to use one freaking key, not fifty. Some reviewers
say hitch is made in the USA. Some say India. One I got is definitely a made in India one of
cheap pot metal appearance. Not very faith inspiring. Good luck on longevity there. Positives:
did have tighter tolerances and less play than past hitches I've used and really bitchin'-looking
yellow zinc finish cast trailer balls! But something with a casting flaw running right under both
hitch pin holes in the solid cast receiver ain't worth me taking a chance on. It's going back. See
all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I have a lifted truck and this allows me to have
numerous different set ups for towing all kids of different things. Very well built and very heavy.
This was the newer version that has a rubber plug the you put behind the knuckle with the balls
to prevent any metal on metal noises. Simple and fast compared to the older version where you
had to use an allen key and screw a bolt into the knuckle to prevent noise from the knuckle. One
person found this helpful. And they were hard to find. The hitch itself is extremely heavy duty. I
can barely lift it. Report abuse. Very well made, excellent quality product. A staple for my
landscaping business. Dump trailer, equipment hauler, landscape trailer all utilized with this
hitch. Great product. Buy the matching Curt locking pins for the hitch. Very heavy and built like
a tank. Happy with the purchase. Pages with related products. See and discover other items
4 way trailer wiring diagram
hundai accent 2009
2007 chevy equinox alternator
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